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Big Finish Productions Ltd, United Kingdom, 2015. CD-Audio. Book Condition: New. 142 x 125 mm.
Language: English . Brand New. Four brand new stories featuring the investigators of infernal
incidents, in one box set: 1. The Case of the Missing Gasogene by Simon Barnard Paul Morris.
Investigating the death of Sir Hartley Harecourt s manservant, Jago and Litefoot are caught up in
an intriguing locked-room mystery. It s a mystery that involves strange experiments, mysterious
scientific formulae, our heroes greatest admirer, and a missing soda siphon.2: The Year of the Bat
by Jonathan Morris. When a strange package is delivered to Professor Litefoot, he has no idea of the
far-reaching implications. Soon Litefoot and Jago find themselves enmeshed in a series of events
that began thirty years ago - events their younger selves have already been caught up in.3: The
Mourning After by James Goss. Litefoot is surprised to meet an old friend. But celebrations are
rather muted as he and Ellie have just been to the funeral of Henry Gordon Jago. But is Jago really
dead? Or has he somehow been transported into a nightmarish future? The truth is both elusive
and deeply worrying.4: The Museum of Curiosities by...
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Reviews
Extremely helpful for all group of men and women. it absolutely was writtern extremely perfectly and valuable. Your way of life span will be transform
when you complete looking at this ebook.
-- Pr of. Tr ever Tor phy
Unquestionably, this is the greatest operate by any article writer. I could comprehended everything out of this written e ebook. Your way of life span will be
transform as soon as you total reading this book.
-- Andy Er dma n
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